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hest binding is a way for many trans men to curb dysphoria, and
is a fairly common step in FTM transition. “Binding” refers to
flattening breast tissue to create a male-appearing chest using a
variety of materials and methods. While binding with common household
items is an inexpensive route, it can also be unsafe. Chest Binding
101(https://transguys.com/features/chest-binding) is your guide to how to bind
safely, where to get a chest binder, how to choose a binder that best
suits you, and how to put on your binder.

The first step in learning how to bind safely is finding about what’s not
safe to do. Don’t use Ace bandages or duct tape—they aren’t meant for
binding, don’t move with your body, and can cause physical harm. They
can seriously restrict breathing, cause fluid build-up in your lungs and
other serious injuries, such as broken ribs. There have been numerous
cases of trans men who’ve acquired permanent scars and other injuries
from using Ace bandages or duct tape to bind. Don’t do it.
Can chest binding affect my ability to have FTM Top
Surgery(http://www.genderconfirmation.com/breast-binding/)? “Generally
speaking, no. Binding over a long period of time can alter your skin’s
natural elasticity, which may have some minor affects on your final
cosmetic results.” – Dr. Scott Mosser

Even with the right binder product it’s still possible to bind unsafely.
Despite what you may have been told, don’t buy a binder that’s too
small for you. Wearing an ill-fitting binder puts you at risk of the same
problems as those who bind with Ace bandages or duct tape. Another
piece of bad advice floating around out there is to wear tape and/or
another binder on top of your binder. This too can cause restricted
breathing and physical injury.
Lastly, give your body a break: don’t bind 24/7. In fact, don’t bind for
more than 8-12 hours at a time. Suppressing dysphoria can’t come at
the expense of your health. Even high quality binders can cause bruising.
Use the times that you’re not binding to wash and air dry your binder,
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which will help make it last longer.

A proper chest binder should minimize pain, discomfort, sweating, and
irritation. There are several places online where you can buy chest
binders specifically designed for trans men:
Underworks(https://transguys.com/shop/ftmchest-binders) binders are among the most
popular with transgender men because of
their effectiveness and affordability. Underworks is trans-friendly and
has a reputation for excellent customer service. Stick to the binders that
have “extreme” in the name or description as a binder without this label
may not give you the compression you hoped for unless you have a very
small chest already. Prices range from $25-45 USD.
F2M Underworks Chest Binders

Underworks® FTM
Gynecomastia Ultimate
… (https://aax-us$36.74
east.amazonadsystem.com

(80)

Underworks® FTM
Extreme Tri-Top Chest
Binder T… (https://aax$36.74
us-east.amazonadsystem.com

(91)

Underworks Econo
High Power Chest
Binder Top B…
$19.99
(https://aax-useast.amazon-

(53)

Underworks Econo
High Power Chest
Binder T… (https://aax$22.99
us-east.amazonadsystem.com

(30)

adsystem.com
/x/c/QqMapKWN3wYInF6…
/x/c/QqMapKWN3wYInF6…
/x/c/QqMapKWN3wYInF6…
Ads by Amazon (https://aax-us-east.amazon-adsystem.com/x/c/QqMapKWN3w YInF6EvFKcV4MAAAFiTw KzIQEAAAFKAWsQ4i8/https:
//affiliate-program.amazon.com/home/ads/ref=sm_n_ma_dka_US_logo?adId=logo&creativeASIN=logo&
linkId=057ffeadb7f7e950f015529036efed3c&tag=transguys-20&linkCode=w 43&ref-refURL=https%3A%2F
%2Ftransguys.com%2Ffeatures%2Fchest-binding&slotNum=0&imprToken=8023240955349465|1521743999&adType=smart&
adMode=manual&adFormat=grid&impressionTimestamp=1521744011422&ac-ms-src=nsa-ads&cid=nsa-ads)

(https://aax-us-east.amazon-adsystem.com/x/c/QqMapKWN3wYInF6EvFKcV4MAAAFiTwKzIQEAAAFKAWsQ4i8/https:
//www.amazon.com/adprefs/ref=sm_n_ma_dka_US_ac?tag=transguys-20&linkCode=w43)

gc2b Transitional Apparel(https://www.gc2b.co/collections/all) provides high
quality FTM chest binders at an affordable price, $33-35. In addition to
white, black and grey, as well as red, blue and green, gc2b also offers
binders in five “All Nude” colors.
Design Veronique(http://showcase.designveronique.com/designveronique
/shop/postsurgical/men-1.html) has been designing high quality
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compression garments since 1986 and is the choice of several US-based
surgeons. However, higher prices in the $100-180 USD range, and a lack
of information about if these products are durable enough for long term
use call into question their suitability for daily chest binding.
Vendors Outside the USA:
Double Design(https://transguys.com/shop/ftm-chest-binders), formerly
Double T Collection, is a trans owned and operated company dedicated
to the FTM community. Based in Taiwan, they have several binders to
choose from priced at $55-75 USD.
Double Design Chest Binders

DOUBLE DESIGN Air
Max Velcro Half Length
Ch… (https://aax-us$61.00
east.amazonadsystem.com

(11)

DOUBLE DESIGN Air
Max Pullover Full
Length Che…
$72.00
(https://aax-useast.amazon-

(2)

DOUBLE DESIGN
V-Neck II Zipper Half
Length (Lar…
$61.00
(https://aax-useast.amazon-

(7)

DOUBLE DESIGN
Cool Pullover Half
Length Che…
$61.00
(https://aax-useast.amazon-

(7)

/x/c/QoQbQD1bF0egwH5…

adsystem.com

adsystem.com

adsystem.com

DOUBLE DESIGN Air
Max Velcro Half Length
Chest Binder (Medium,
Black) (https://aax-us-

DOUBLE DESIGN
Cool Mesh Velcro Full
Leng… (https://aax-us$72.00
east.amazon-

DOUBLE DESIGN
Original High Strength
Velcro H… (https://aax$55.00
us-east.amazon-

DOUBLE DESIGN
Cool Mesh Velcro Half
Leng… (https://aax-us$61.00
east.amazon-

east.amazon-

(11)

imprToken=32434367685…
adsystem.com

adsystem.com

(2)

binding&slotNum=1&
/x/c/QoQbQD1bF0egwH5
…

adsystem.com

(4)

binding&slotNum=1&
/x/c/QoQbQD1bF0egwH5
…

adsystem.com

(8)

binding&slotNum=1&
/x/c/QoQbQD1bF0egwH5
…

Ads by Amazon (https://aax-us-east.amazon-adsystem.com/x/c/QoQbQD1bF0egw H5BBOyPLKoAAAFiTw KzJAEAAAFKAecDeuE/https:
//affiliate-program.amazon.com/home/ads/ref=sm_n_ma_dka_US_logo?adId=logo&creativeASIN=logo&
linkId=1bbf84972bf8c2eae91f5d92d1f55d90&tag=transguys-20&linkCode=w 43&ref-refURL=https%3A%2F
%2Ftransguys.com%2Ffeatures%2Fchest-binding&slotNum=1&imprToken=3243436768522027|1521743999&adType=smart&
adMode=manual&adFormat=grid&impressionTimestamp=1521744011714&ac-ms-src=nsa-ads&cid=nsa-ads)

(https://aax-us-east.amazon-adsystem.com/x/c/QoQbQD1bF0egwH5BBOyPLKoAAAFiTwKzJAEAAAFKAecDeuE/https:
//www.amazon.com/adprefs/ref=sm_n_ma_dka_US_ac?tag=transguys-20&linkCode=w43)

XBODY(https://xbody.co.uk/collections/compression-vests), based in the UK,
is Europe’s top online seller of high quality compression T-shirts, vests
and sportswear, designed for men with gynecomastia. £45-49, free
shipping over £75.
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T-Kingdom(http://www.t-kingdom.com/index.php/product) is also based in
Taiwan and sells binders designed for trans men and gender benders.
They have a wide variety of styles, including vest binders with Velcro.
Prices range from $30-65 USD. Note: T-Kingdom doesn’t accept returns.
Love Boat Shop(http://www.lesloveboat.com/shop/index.php?language=en) is
another online store based in Taiwan. They feature a large selection of
binder styles and colors made by Double T Collection, Esha and Juya,
with prices ranging from $21-$100 USD.
Danaë(http://danae.info/magento/en/compression/man.html) is a trans guy
owned and operated company from the Netherlands, offering European
guys the chance to save on shipping. Prices range from €49-52, and
they allow returns after an email notification and within seven days of
your receiving your binder.
Peecock(https://peecockproducts.com/index.php?route=product/category&
path=59) offers selection of FTM binders that come in different styles.
$25-38.
Quick Comparison Chart
Company

Location

Price

Trans Owned

Underworks

USA

$25-45

N

gc2b

USA

Design Veronique

USA

$100-180

N

XBODY

UK

£45-49

N

T-Kingdom

Taiwan

$30-65

?

Love Boat Shop

Taiwan

$21-100

?

Danaë

Netherlands

€49-52

Y

Peecock

Singapore

$25-38

?

$33-35

Y

Depending on where you live, you might also find chest binders in stock
at your favorite local sex positive merchant.

If you can’t afford a binder, don’t despair! Used binders are often passed
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on by post-op trans men or those whose binders may no longer fit.
There are a few programs available that help distribute donated secondhand binders:
USA
In A Bind(http://www.inabind.transactiveonline.org/) – Started in 2012,
to date In a Bind has provided safe compression garments to over
1500 youth in need. Trans* masculine and genderqueer youth
living anywhere in the USA can apply to receive a free binder. In a
Bind depends on donations. Recently had top surgery? Go up or
down a size? Find a style that works better for you? Donate those
binders you’re no longer using!
Black Trans Advocacy FTM Binder Grant(https://blacktrans.org
/program-grants-donation/apply-for-health-grant.html)

Big Brothers Used Binder Program(http://www.thetransitionalmale.com
/BBUB.html) – Donation required
The Binder Project(http://aidenaizumi.weebly.com/the-binderproject.html)

– Monthly binder giveaways (and accepting binder

donations.)
FTME Free Youth Binder Program(http://www.ftmessentials.com/pages
/ftme-free-youth-binder-program) – Age 24 and under only; USA only.
Point of Pride(http://pointofpride.org/chest-binder-donations/) – 1000+
wait list
Europe & Canada
MORF Binder Exchange(https://morfbinders.wordpress.com/faq/) – Since
February 2011, MORF has been providing free binders to trans*
masculine people in the UK and around the world. The free
scheme (all you pay is the postage) has so far redistributed
hundreds of binders. In 2014 alone, over 280 binders were sent
out.
Northern Ireland Binder Scheme(https://genderjam.org.uk
/transresources/binders/)

– Age 25 and under, N. Ireland only.

FreebieBinder Sthlm(https://www.facebook.com/FreebieBinderSthlm/) –
Sweden
Come As You Are’s Binder Recycling
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Program(http://www.comeasyouare.com/toronto-store-information
/services-programs/binder-recycling-program/) – Canada only
Qmunity Binder Exchange(http://qmunity.ca/get-support/youth
/bbbexchange/)

– BC, Canada only.

Trans Clothing Exchanges(https://transguys.com/style/trans-clothingexchanges) are another place where you can often find inexpensive
binders. You can also try asking around for a hand-me-down binder on
one of the mailing lists for trans guys(https://transguys.com/ref/mailing-lists)
or check out LiveJournal’s FTM Garage Sale(http://community.livejournal.com
/ftmgaragesale/) and the FtM Sales, Swap, and Support group on Facebook.
(https://www.facebook.com/groups/freeftmbinders/)

If you still remember your old bra size, you can find out your binder size
by using the Bra to Chest Size Converter Tool(http://www.lesloveboat.com
/shop/sizechart.php).

If you don’t know your old bra size, you can measure
yourself the old-fashioned way:
1.

Take a snug measurement of the fullest part of your chest using a
tape measure (best if measured while clothed) and write that
number down onto a sheet of paper.

2.

Measure underneath your chest where the crease is and write that
number down as well.

3.

Add those numbers together and divide the sum by 2. This
number will differentiate your size not only from brand to brand
but from binder to binder as well.

Selecting a binder brand and style can be difficult: there are so many
options that it can be overwhelming! Plus, there aren’t very many reviews
of binders other than those about Underworks’ and T-Kingdom’s more
popular models. After buying your binder, help make the experience
easier for guys in the future by contributing your review to one of the
review sites listed below.
Essentially, there are two types of binders: short ones and long ones.
The short ones end right at your waist. The down side of these is that if
you carry some extra weight, short binders tend to roll up and act more
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like a bra. The long ones can be pulled down past your waist by several
inches, however it’s inevitable that it will still roll up. To reduce the
chances of this, wear a belt. Choosing between a short and long binder
has more to do with your body type, specifically your abdomen, and not
your chest size.
Lastly, consider the location of the company you’re buying from. Buying
from a company that’s closer to you can save you a significant amount
of money on shipping costs.

It might seem silly, but you’re probably going to need some help
figuring out how to put on your new binder, particularly if you purchased
one of the longer styles.
1.

Put your binder inside out and upside down.

2.

Step into your binder and pull the bottom of it up, ideally to your
belt line. The binder should still be inside out and upside down.

3.

Use the sleeves as handles to pull the top of the binder (the end
closer to your feet) up to your shoulders.

4.

Put your arms through the sleeve holes and adjust your chest to
your needs. You may need to pull the bottom of the binder out
from underneath itself if you don’t want it folded under. For
others, leaving it folded under may help stop the binder from
rolling up.

Don’t be disappointed if you look in the mirror and it looks like you have
one big boob in the middle of your chest. You just need to adjust your
chest. Reach in from the neck hole and push your chesticles down and
out. You’re basically pushing your nipple toward your armpit to achieve
the flattest looking chest possible.
Tranz Forms Chest Binders

$69.95

(127)

$36.74

(1)

$29.95

(91)
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Underworks® FTM
Extreme Tri-Top Chest
Binder Top 9…

us-east.amazon-

Tranz* Forms BindRite PowerNet
Sleeveless FTM Chest
Binder with Dou…

adsystem.com

(https://aax-us-

east.amazon-

(https://aax-us-

east.amazoneast.amazonadsystem.com
…
Ads by Amazon (https://aax-us-east.amazon-adsystem.com/x/c/QrZI0Cm7T4nI6Jz8WBfz5toAAAFiTwKzOw EAAAFKAbaSEBM/https:
//affiliate-program.amazon.com/home/ads/ref=sm_n_ma_dka_US_logo?adId=logo&creativeASIN=logo&tag=transguys-20&
linkCode=w 43&ref-refURL=https%3A%2F%2Ftransguys.com%2Ffeatures%2Fchest-binding&slotNum=2&
imprToken=2039504855236344|1521743999&adType=smart&adMode=manual&adFormat=grid&impressionTimestamp=1521744011885&acms-src=nsa-ads&cid=nsa-ads)

(https://aax-us-east.amazon-adsystem.com/x/c/QrZI0Cm7T4nI6Jz8WBfz5toAAAFiTwKzOwEAAAFKAbaSEBM/https:
//www.amazon.com/adprefs/ref=sm_n_ma_dka_US_ac?tag=transguys-20&linkCode=w43)

Very important: When binding, you should not by any means feel as
though you can’t breathe or like you’re going to pass out from a lack of
oxygen.
Binders aren’t the most comfortable things in the world. To make
binding more comfortable, and to reduce the possibility of the binder
moving around a bit, some guys wear a light shirt underneath.
Depending on the size of your chest, you may need to layer clothing on
top of the binder to get optimal chest flattening. You’ll find that some of
the shirts in your closet require you to layer more than shirts in your
wardrobe.
You can swim in your binder. Just wear a sleeveless or sleeved T-shirt
over it. Don’t worry if your binder seems less effective after a swim, this
isn’t permanent. Simply wash it and it will go back to normal.
Your chest will look bigger than it really is when you look down at it.
Check in the mirror for a more accurate side view.
Not all binders breathe well, and the reality is that you’re probably going
to get hot. If you’ve already started testosterone, you’re definitely going
to sweat. The build up of sweat can irritate your skin causing rashes and
sores. Wearing a thin cotton shirt that breathes well underneath your
binder may help prevent this. If you find this uncomfortable, try applying
corn starch to your body before putting on your binder to help keep it
from holding in moisture. If you’ve already experienced skin irritation of
some sort, take care of it the same way you would an open wound.
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Washing the irritated area with anti-bacterial soap will keep it clean and
help it heal faster.

Chest binding(https://transguys.com/features/chest-binding), as cumbersome
as it may seem, can be very freeing for transgender men. There’s a
plethora of quality FTM chest binding products available for body types
of all shapes and sizes. Regardless of what you use for binding, please
remember to put your health first. Now that you’re armed with all the
information you need to find the right binder for you, go forth and feel
more comfortable in your skin!

Chest Binder Reviews Site(http://chestbinders.wordpress.com/): Written
reviews of various chest binding products. Binders are rated for
effectiveness, comfort, and discreetness.
Binder Reviews’ YouTube Collab Channel(http://www.youtube.com
/user/BinderReviews): This is a collab channel dedicated to providing
reviews of a wide variety of chest binders on different sizes and
shapes of people.
(Note: These sites are no longer updated.)

Inside the Landmark, Long Overdue Study on Chest
Binding(https://broadly.vice.com/en_us/article/7xzpxx/chest-bindinghealth-project-inside-landmark-overdue-transgender-study)

Top Surgery in Transgender Men: How Far Can You Push the
Envelope?(http://journals.lww.com/plasreconsurg/Fulltext/2017/04000
/Top_Surgery_in_Transgender_Men___How_Far_Can_You.14.aspx)

Binding Safely for Your Body: Tips for All Body Types and
Sizes(http://point5cc.com/binding-safely-for-your-body-tips-for-all-bodytypes-and-sizes/)

The 6 Best Tips for Binding in the Summer(http://point5cc.com
/the-6-best-tips-for-binding-in-the-summer/)
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Hudson’s Guide to FTM Binding(http://www.ftmguide.org/binding.html):
Includes a complete list of other products you can use for chest
binding, such as compression garments and sports bras.
FYI Binding Tips(http://thebutchelor.com/fyi-binding-tips/): The
Butchelor has some useful tips on how to put on a binder, how to
keep it from rolling up, and how to wash a binder.
Do you have any tips about binding? Want to share your experience
with a particular binder brand or model? Do you know of other binder
manufacturers, particularly those outside of Asia and the US? Please
leave your comments below.
Last updated: 01/29/18
F2M Underworks Chest Binders

Underworks® FTM
Gynecomastia Ultimate
… (https://aax-us$36.74
east.amazonadsystem.com

(80)

Underworks® FTM
Extreme Tri-Top Chest
Binder T… (https://aax$36.74
us-east.amazonadsystem.com

Underworks Econo
High Power Chest
Binder Top B…
$19.99
(https://aax-us-

(91)

east.amazon-

(54)

Underworks Econo
High Power Chest
Binder T… (https://aax$22.99
us-east.amazonadsystem.com

(30)

adsystem.com
/x/c/QvQ61u_lGgMOGAU…
/x/c/QvQ61u_lGgMOGAU…
/x/c/QvQ61u_lGgMOGAU…
Ads by Amazon (https://aax-us-east.amazon-adsystem.com/x/c/QvQ61u_lGgMOGAUsuGcYxD4AAAFiTw KzHAEAAAFKAXEuOx4/https:
//affiliate-program.amazon.com/home/ads/ref=sm_n_ma_dka_US_logo?adId=logo&creativeASIN=logo&
linkId=057ffeadb7f7e950f015529036efed3c&tag=transguys-20&linkCode=w 43&ref-refURL=https%3A%2F
%2Ftransguys.com%2Ffeatures%2Fchest-binding&slotNum=3&imprToken=3642462441897241|1521743999&adType=smart&
adMode=manual&adFormat=grid&impressionTimestamp=1521744011534&ac-ms-src=nsa-ads&cid=nsa-ads)

(https://aax-us-east.amazon-adsystem.com/x/c/QvQ61u_lGgMOGAUsuGcYxD4AAAFiTwKzHAEAAAFKAXEuOx4/https:
//www.amazon.com/adprefs/ref=sm_n_ma_dka_US_ac?tag=transguys-20&linkCode=w43)
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